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Software-intensive information systems have a major impact on our lives, both privately and

professionally. Development of these systems is a complex activity that requires the involvement

of people with di®erent competences and skills. Even though software-intensive systems have

been developed since the 1960s, the success rate is still low. A major hindrance to successful
system development projects is the lack of consistent terminology. Since systems development is

a collaborative activity, involving not only systems developers but also domain experts and user

representatives, the understanding of each other is a prerequisite for an e®ective collaboration.

The aim of this paper is to explore and present de¯nitions, dependencies, and relationships of
the most fundamental concepts in systems development in the form of an ontology. The on-

tology consists of four categories of concepts: General concepts, Description concepts, Reali-

zation concepts, and Appearance concepts. The two core concepts in the ontology are Systems
and Systems development.

Keywords: Terminology; ontology; systems development.

1. Introduction

The area of systems development targets the creation of systems, either by the

development of completely new systems or by the modi¯cation of existing ones. The

di±culty in developing systems on budget and on time has been acknowledged

for a long time, but the problems have, so far, not been entirely resolved [1].
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Large resources are spent on the correction of mistakes made during the develop-

ment. Deming [2] expressed it as \Defects are not free. Somebody makes them, and

gets paid for making them" and stated that quality in products comes from

improvements of the development process. Systems development is a complex ac-

tivity that includes, e.g. (1) understanding the context of use and need for changes,

(2) elicitation and determination of functional and non-functional requirements, (3)

selection of the best design and technical realizations, (4) ensuring that human

interaction and IT-security aspects are covered, and (5) integration of the systems in

the context of use [3]. The diversity of activities in systems development requires that

several competences from di®erent knowledge domains are considered and that the

representatives from these domains collaborate, including user representatives [3].

An obstacle for e±cient collaboration has been perceived as the lack of under-

standing of and respect for other disciplines [4]. An additional, but related, problem

is that the meaning of a given concept might di®er in di®erent disciplines. Conse-

quently, the same concept can be used with di®erent meanings and di®erent concepts

can be used for the same phenomena, e.g. concepts such as requirements and us-

ability [5, 6]. Requirements is the concept in systems development that is used with

the most ambiguous meaning, which causes problems [7]. Further, user representa-

tives preferably express themselves in terms of experienced problems, requests, and

solutions they believe would be bene¯cial to the project in focus. Meanwhile, the

professional developers ask the users for their needs and requirements in a structured

format. If original user statements are not correctly translated into requirements,

this can be a reason for °aws in the speci¯cations of the system [8]. Hence, there is no

unambiguous and comprehensive use of concepts in the ¯eld of systems development.

This causes misunderstandings, misinterpretations, and irritations in the develop-

ment of systems, in the most severe cases inhibiting the functioning and usability of

the emerging system [9–11].

An ontology is de¯ned as an explicit speci¯cation of a conceptualization and it

is used to de¯ne concepts and their relations [12]. Hence, the concepts of interest in

the ¯eld (e.g. systems development) can be organized as an ontology. The ontology

can be used to establish and communicate the meaning of the conceptualized terms

to obtain clarity among the actors involved. An ontology should be coherent, which

means that the de¯ned set of concepts should be consistent. Further, it should

be extendable, which means that it should be possible for stakeholders to de¯ne

and include new terms and concepts. Extendibility is of particular importance in

systems development where the terminology tends to grow fast and sometimes

become overwhelming.

In this paper, we propose an ontology for systems development. The ontology is

intended to be used as a basis for the terminology applicable in systems development

projects. However, since the conditions for systems development projects vary it may

be necessary to perform some adaptation of the ontology for speci¯c projects. Still, by

using such a prede¯ned ontology that de¯nes the concepts used, it is possible to

reduce the number of misinterpretations within projects. Further, no project has to
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generate its own terminology, which enhances the possibility to reuse de¯nitions of

concepts in several categories of projects. Hence, the objective of the paper is an

ontology for systems development concepts, which is consistent and coherent. This is

achieved by exploring existing de¯nitions and suggesting new de¯nitions on some of

the signi¯cant concepts related to systems development, describing dependencies and

relations between these concepts.

This paper has the following outline. Section 1 provides a background and a

motivation for the rest of the paper. Section 2 describes brie°y how the study was

carried out. Section 3 presents the systems-development concepts in the form of an

ontology. Section 4 presents how the systems-development concepts are related to

each other. Section 5 describes the e®orts to develop ontologies and taxonomies of

words related to the ¯eld of systems development. The last section discusses the main

contribution of this paper, how we attempt to use the ontology further and sug-

gestions for future work.

2. Methods

The work to develop an ontology for systems development was performed in three

steps. In the ¯rst step, a literature study was carried out to identify signi¯cant and

commonly used concepts and their de¯nitions within systems development. The

study was performed based on systems and software engineering standards, books,

scienti¯c papers, and articles. Thereafter, the identi¯ed concepts were categorized

together with similar concepts and relationships between the concepts were de-

termined. The outcome of the categorization was used to construct an initial

ontology.

In the second step, an extended literature study was performed. The outcome

of the study was used to augment the ontology, by introducing concepts to ¯ll

the identi¯ed gaps, resolving contradicting de¯nitions, reducing ambiguity in the

meaning of concepts, and eliminating overlaps among the concepts. For concepts

with several de¯nitions, the de¯nition most commonly used and suitable for the aim,

i.e. to obtain a consistent and coherent ontology, was selected.

In the third step, the ontology was reviewed by two senior systems engineers.

The two systems engineers individually inspected the ontology to ¯nd uncer-

tainties and ambiguities, and to recommend improvements to resolve these issues.

Based on the suggestions of the systems engineers, the ontology was revised and

¯nalized.

3. The Systems Development Concept Ontology

In this section we propose an ontology for systems development. In the ontology, the

main concepts related to the systems development process are divided into four

categories; (1) General concept, (2) Description concept, (3) Realization concept,

and (4) Appearance concept (Fig. 1).
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3.1. General concepts

The general concepts branch includes three sub-branches (1) System structure,

(2) System production, and (3) System role (Fig. 2). The System structure branch

exhibits terms that on high abstraction and logical levels describe a structure of sys-

tems including also the term system itself; examples are System, View, Architecture,

General 
concept

System 
structure

System 
production 

System role

System

Component

Context

View

Systems 
development

Process

Phase

Activity

Actor

Stakeholder

User

Customer

DeveloperArchitecture

Architecture 
framework

Model

Task

Fig. 2. The General concept branch including the sub-branches System structure, System production, and

System role.

Systems development 
concept

General 
concept

Description 
concept

Realization 
concept

Appearance 
concept

Fig. 1. The top level of the ontology for systems development concepts consists of four branches: General
concept, Description concept, Realization concept, and Appearance concept.
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and Model. System production constitutes terms related to the process of producing

systems. It includes the concepts Systems development, Process, Phase, Activity, and

Task. System role concerns the individuals involved in the development process and

includes Stakeholder, Actor, User and Customer.

3.1.1. System structure concepts

System structure concepts are concepts that on a general level are used to describe

systems. The branch of the ontology includes System, Component, Context, View,

Architecture, Architecture framework, and Model.

A System is de¯ned as a collection of components organized to accomplish a

speci¯c function or a set of functions [13, 14]. Systems can be technical, human,

organizational or a combination of those. Further, systems consist of components

and exist in a context. A distinct and clari¯ed border between the system and its

context is essential in systems development [3].

A Component is one of the parts that make up a system. It can in itself be a system

or an indivisible part [14]. In the literature, the termsmodule, units, and elements are

used with the same meaning [13].

Context of use contains the users, tasks, equipment (hardware, software, and

materials) and the physical and social environment in which a product is used [15].

Hence, it is the environment in which a system will operate or operates, which

contains elements that the system interacts with [3].

A View is a representation of a system from the perspective of a related set of

concerns [16]. Views are used in architectures and architecture frameworks to make it

possible to understand complex systems, by leaving out unnecessary information.

Architecture is the fundamental organization of a system embodied in its com-

ponents, their relationships to each other, and to the environment, and the principles

guiding its design and evolution [16]. Architectures are used to represent systems,

regarding components with descriptions of how they ¯t together, their interrelations,

and the purposes of their combined parts. Further, they specify rules for how com-

ponents in systems should interact. The enterprise architecture is a coherent whole of

an enterprise, as it holds information of all possible things of importance to the

enterprise, like its organization, objectives, business tasks, activities, relations, and

technological infrastructures [17].

An Architecture framework establishes the practice for creating, interpreting,

analyzing, and using architecture descriptions. Thereby, it is used to guide the de-

velopment of architectures used for speci¯c applications, as di®erent frameworks

concentrate on and stress di®erent, e.g. scopes, intentions and domains [18]. Hence, a

framework is a basic conceptual structure, which hosts, e.g. models, tools, and

methods.

A Model is an abstract description of a phenomenon [19]. The phenomenon can

be real or virtual. Models are used to describe structures, activity °ows, relation-

ships, and information °ows [20]. A business model is an abstraction used to
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support the key understanding of a business [21]. Thereby, it provides a measure

for analysis and for communication of business related matters [22]. A prototype is

a model that is used to illustrate the design and functionality of, e.g., information

systems [3].

3.1.2. System production concepts

System production concepts include the general concepts related to the development

of systems including Systems development, Process, Phase, Activity, and Task.

Systems development is the process carried out to develop systems. Several

approaches exist that suggest how systems development ought to be performed,

for instance the Waterfall, the Spiral models, and the Rational Uni¯ed Process

(RUP) [3].

A Process is a sequence of activities designed to produce a speci¯ed output [14].

The Waterfall process, introduced by Royce in 1970, was one of the ¯rst attempts to

describe software developments as a °ow of activities [23].

A Phase is part of a process, i.e. a process can be divided into several phases [14].

Examples of phases in systems development are project initiation and planning,

analysis and design phases. Hence, a phase consists of a sub-set of activities to be

performed during systems development.

An Activity represents a set of tasks that consume time and resources and whose

performance is necessary to achieve, or contribute to the realization of one or more

outcomes [24]. Examples of activities are stakeholder analyses and needs analyses.

A Task is a requirement, recommendation, or permissible action, intended to

contribute to the achievement of one or more outcomes of a process [13]. An action

is the atomic building block that edi¯es the activities, which accepts inputs and

produces outputs [25].

3.1.3. System role concepts

The System role concepts describe di®erent roles that are related to systems devel-

opment including Stakeholder, Actor, User, Customer, and Developer [24].

A Stakeholder is an individual or a group of individuals who are a®ected by, or

able to a®ect the system [3]. They have the right, share or claim in a system [13].

Hence, stakeholders include users, actors, customers, and developers.

An Actor is someone or something, outside the system that interacts with the

system [26]. Actors can interact intentionally or unintentionally, with or without

a goal.

A User is an individual or individuals that intentionally operate or interact with

the system [27]. Primary or direct users interact directly with the system, while

secondary users or indirect users interact with the system via direct users [28].

A Customer is an individual or organization that directly purchases or has a

strong in°uence on the decisions on purchase systems. Key customers are the cus-

tomers that have the strongest in°uence on the decision to purchase the systems [29].
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A Developer is an individual or organization that performs the development of

systems but also performs or participates in this process [14]. This role can be divided

into several roles, e.g., systems architect, systems engineer, requirements engineer,

interface designer, and user representatives.

3.2. Description concepts

The Description concepts describe the system from di®erent perspectives during the

di®erent stages of development including Statement, Need, Requirement, Design,

and Solution (Fig. 3).

AStatement is an expression that contains information relevant to the development

of the system, whichmay consist of problem descriptions and ideas for future solutions

[30]. Statements are expressed by stakeholders as observations, assumptions, and

remarks of interest. They can include descriptions about the stakeholders, the actual or

wanted situations of use, perceived problems, business goals, and visions [31].

A Need is a condition or capability needed by a user to solve a problem or achieve

an objective. Hence, it is something required, desirable, or useful, preferably

expressed in the language of the users or customers [30, 32]. The term need is fre-

quently used in standards, but not explicitly de¯ned, e.g. [14]. Further, needs could

be explicitly expressed or only implied [33].

A Requirement speci¯es what systems should accomplish [34]. Requirements are

divided into functional requirements and non-functional requirements [35]. Func-

tional requirements specify what systems should perform while non-functional

requirements specify what abilities systems should possess in order to perform well.

For instance, the system shall provide communication facilities and the system shall

function in sub-tropical areas.

Design speci¯es how functionality and features in the system should be imple-

mented and realized [36]. That is, the design speci¯es how the requirements should be

ful¯lled. It describes both visible features such as the graphical interface as well as

invisible features such as database structures.

A Solution is the description of a system or a component that realizes the design,

which means that it should meet both the requirements and the identi¯ed needs. The

solution is the produced system, which may be technical (e.g. IT systems), organi-

zational (e.g. new working groups), human competence (e.g. recruit personnel with

speci¯ed skills), and combinations thereof [36].

Need Requirement Design Solution

Description 
concept

Statement

Fig. 3. The Description concept branch of the systems development ontology.
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3.3. Realization concepts

The Realization concepts include activities performed during the systems develop-

ment process (Fig. 4). These activities include Context analysis, Stakeholder analysis,

Needs Analysis, Requirements engineering, Design, Implementation, Deployment,

Veri¯cation, and Validation.

Context analysis is the activity which examines the context in which the even-

tually developed system should be used. If the development is to modify an existing

system, the system itself should be scrutinized. A form of Context analysis is Busi-

ness analysis, which is carried out to get an understanding of the organizational

context of the information system and to provide a foundation for changes in the

organizations [24]. The outcome of a Context analysis and a Business analysis is

generally a business model. These models can be used as input into stakeholder

analyses and needs analyses [5].

Stakeholder analysis is the activity to identify and assess the importance of

individuals, groups of individuals, and organizations that may signi¯cantly in°uence

the development and shaping of the system [37].

Needs Analysis is the activity to determine the needs that are the foundation for

the systems development [8]. Needs analysis requires insight to the system context.

The outcome of a needs analysis is a speci¯cation of the identi¯ed needs.

Requirements engineering is the activity to specify what the systems should ac-

complish without saying how [35]. That is, to translate needs into requirements. The

outcome of requirements engineering is a speci¯cation of the identi¯ed requirements.

Design is the activity to specify how requirements should be realized by the

system [38]. This includes, for instance, how the user interface should look, how user

interaction should be experienced, and what technologies should be used.

Implementation is the activity to realize the design; the outcome of this process

is the corresponding product. It can be performed in several di®erent manners

depending on what kind of system is targeted. For instance, software systems can be

coded, organizations can be reorganized and new competences can be recruited [39].

Deployment is the activity to integrate the developed system into its context, for

instance, when the new information system is integrated into the organization [40].

Realization 
concept

Context 
analysis

Stakeholder 
analysis

Needs 
analysis

Requirements 
engineering

Design Implementation

Deployment ValidationVerification

Fig. 4. The Realization concept branch with its sub-branches relating to di®erent system development

activities.
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Veri¯cation is the activity to con¯rm that the speci¯ed requirements have been

ful¯lled by an objective review of the design or system [33]. Hence, veri¯cation means

to determine in the \contract" (i.e. requirements speci¯cation) that which is to be

ful¯lled [19].

Validation is the activity to con¯rm that the intended usage has been ful¯lled by

the requirements, the design, or the system [33]. Hence, validation means to explore

whether stakeholders gain the intended utility [19].

3.4. Appearance concept

The Appearance concept concerns the systems' external appearances, i.e. how the

systems look and behave from the point of view of the stakeholders, for instance the

users (Fig. 5). These concepts include Function, Features, Capability, Capacity,

E®ect, and Service.

Function describes an action that a system performs [30]. Functionality is the set

of functions that a system provides. For instance, an operating system provides the

functionality of executing software programs and handling the storage and retrieval

of data ¯les.

Feature describes the distinguishing characteristic of a system [41]. That includes

its structure, form, performance, and appearance.

Capability describes the ability that a system has to provide, specifying functions

during speci¯ed circumstances. Even though this term is used in the literature, it is

not explicitly de¯ned [42].

Capacity describes quantitative features and qualitative features of speci¯ed

functions that systems can provide. Quantitative features can, e.g., be provided as

units per time.

E®ect describes the results caused by systems; that is, the results of the functions

a®ecting the systems. For instance, higher turnover and shorter production cycles are

e®ects that a system can provide.

Service is work done by a service provider to achieve desired results for a service

consumer [43]. Further, it is an abstraction of how a system (service producer) can

accomplish usage for other systems (service consumers) without expressing how this

is done [44]. The de¯nition of services is independent of how they are implemented,

i.e. independent of which systems deliver the e®ect.

Appearance 
concept

Function FeatureCapability Capacity EffectService

Fig. 5. The Appearance concept branch with its six sub-branches relating to the system external
appearance.
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4. Relationships

The core concepts of the ontology are System and Systems development (belonging

to the General concepts branch). The system exists in a system context and is

constituted by system components (Fig. 6). The design and architecture are models

of the system. The design can be of various levels of detail, meanwhile the archi-

tecture presents the overall structure of the system. The architecture framework is a

tool for the development of architectures, which prescribes a set of system views. In

the architecture, a system view represents the system through a set of concerns.

Systems can be described regarding how they appear seen from the outside

(Fig. 7). Systems provide functionalities, which have e®ects. It is those e®ects that

provide the utility for the stakeholders. The systems also have features, which for

instance might make them more or less easy to interact with or o®ering di®erent

degrees of possibility to make use of them during di®erent circumstances. Some of the

features are closely related to how and when the systems can provide their func-

tionality. Thereby, it is the functionality and features of the system that determine

its capabilities. Hence, the system has capability to provide functionality; to a certain

System Component 

Architecture

Context

Model

Architecture 
framework

Design

View

exists in

describes

prescribes

consists of

describes

supports 
development of

is ais a

Fig. 6. System structure concepts and how they relate to each other. System is a core concept in the

ontology. It belongs to the General concepts branch.

Function

Feature

Capability

System

Effect

Service

describes provides

has

has

activates provides

gives

Fig. 7. The General concept System has close relations to the Appearance Concepts. This ¯gure displays

the most vital relationships.
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amount and during speci¯ed circumstances. The capability of the systems can be

visible and accessible through services. Thereby, service provides an interface to

access the capability of the systems. The stakeholder is the all-embracing system role,

which includes actors, users, customers, and developers (Fig. 8). Actors and users are

closely related since both categories interact with the system.

Systems development is the all-embracing concept in the Systems production

branch of the ontology (Fig. 9). It is the process aimed at producing. This process

consists of activities, which can be broken down into tasks. The process of developing

systems can be divided into di®erent phases, e.g. the speci¯cation phase and the

realization phase.

Conceptually, systems development can be seen as a sequential process, where

each activity produces information that constitutes input for the next activity. The

System

Stakeholder

Actor User Customer

interact

is a

purchase

intentional 
interaction

Developer

produce

is a
is a

is a

Fig. 8. The Role concept involves di®erent members and how they relate to the System concept respec-

tively. The overall role is de¯ned as stakeholder. A stakeholder can be an actor, a developer, a customer, a

user, or a combination of those.

System
Systems 

development

Process

Phase Activity

divided into consists of

is a

produce

Task

consists of

Fig. 9. The General sub-concepts relating to Systems development. The concepts also relate to System,

since they aim at producing a system.
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process starts with the Context analysis aimed at exploring the context in which the

system will be operational. The second activity, the Stakeholder analysis is meant to

identify the stakeholders and to determine which stakeholders' opinions should be

taken into consideration in the development of the system. The third activity, Needs

analysis is aimed to determine and specify the needs of those stakeholders that have

been selected in the previous activity. The fourth activity, the Requirements speci-

¯cation, is intended to determine and specify the requirements, based on the iden-

ti¯ed needs. The sixth activity, Design speci¯cation, is aimed at and based on the

requirements to develop a design, i.e. a model, of the system.

The seventh activity, Implementation, is aimed at realizing the design, to produce

a system on the given design speci¯cations. The last activity in the sequence,

Deployment, is aimed at incorporating the systems in their operational context. In

practice, several possible and di®erent means of iterating activities are necessary.

Iterations may imply returning to a previous activity or looping the whole chain of

activities. In incremental development, additional functionality and features are

gradually incorporated into the system. Hence, the development process is passed

through several times to gradually extend the system.

Besides this development process °ow, there are two additional activities; Vali-

dation and Veri¯cation (Fig. 10). The Validation activity can be performed on the

output of Requirements speci¯cation, Design and Implementation and is intended to

determine if those outputs correspond to what is needed. The Veri¯cation activity

can be performed on the output from the Design and the Implementation to deter-

mine if those outputs meet the speci¯ed requirements.

5. Related Works

Misunderstandings are a major source of disturbances in systems developments

[9, 10]. Thereby, most standards, books, and several papers within the ¯eld of soft-

ware and systems engineering provide sets of de¯nitions of concepts; commonly,

Verification 

of

used for

Validation

of

of

used for

Design and 
System

Requirement Need

Fig. 10. The system evaluation step of the systems development process, including veri¯cation and vali-

dation and how they relate to di®erent Description concepts.
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in the form of a list of de¯ned terms. For instance, Brikkemper [45] suggested a

framework for the engineering of methods for information systems development and

tools. To enhance the scienti¯c communication regarding method engineering the

framework provides de¯nitions of ¯ve terms: Method, Technique, Tool, Methodology

of information systems, and Method engineering.

The standard ISO/IEC/IEEE 24765:2010 provides an extensive standardized

glossary of software engineering terminology [14]. However, this standard also points

at the problem by providing, e.g. four de¯nitions of requirements, six of design and

seven of system. As stated by Honour and Valerdi [11], there is still, unfortunately,

no coherent use of a common terminology within widely-used \standards" and there

is a need for a common ontology of systems engineering concepts.

Several taxonomies and ontologies have been proposed in domains within and

closely related to systems development. Honour and Valerdi [11] presents an ontol-

ogy with broad de¯nitions of key concepts aimed to judge the success of systems

engineering e®orts. Their ontology includes the terms Systems engineering e®ort,

Amount of e®ort, Type of e®ort, Quality, Success, and Optimum. The ontology is

based on a review of, e.g. systems engineering standards. Further, Chikofsky and

Cross [46] provide a framework for understanding techniques for reverse engineering.

For the framework, they de¯ne the concepts of Forward engineering and Reverse

engineering. When it comes to reverse engineering, activities such as Redocu-

mentation, Design recovery, Restructuring, and Reengineering are de¯ned. Blan-

chard [30] presents several models that describe how concepts and terms relate to

each other. For instance, models of concepts for Decompositions of systems, Total

systems value, and Design requirements.

Ducasse and Pollet [47] present a process-oriented taxonomy for software archi-

tecture recovery, where the main categories of concepts are Goals, Processes, Inputs,

Techniques and Outputs. Feiler and Humphery [9] provide extensive de¯nitions of

core concepts related to software engineering; the categories comprise Software

process context, Software process, and domain speci¯c use of process concepts. To

some extent they also describe how the concepts relate to each other. Their focus is

on the engineering of the software development process, rather than on the systems

to be developed. Oliver, Andary, and Frisch [48] present a thorough ontology de-

¯ning several concepts related to systems and systems engineering. The focus of the

ontology is on the concepts: System, Requirements and trades, System structure and

emergent property, Function, and Behavior. Their ontology embraces Stakeholders

and their needs.

The Method Framework for Engineering System Architectures (MFESA) is an

extensive meta-method for development of architecture engineering methods [49].

MFESA consists of a comprehensive ontology of concepts and terminology related to

system architecture engineering. The MFESA ontology covers 41 concepts and their

relations. The main concepts include System, System architecture, Architectural

decisions, and Architectural risks. Ruijven [50] has developed an ontology for sys-

tems engineering performed according to IEEE 15288 [13]. The ontology is based on
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a number of information models, e.g. models for physical system elements and in-

teraction with the environment.

In the ¯eld of computer security several taxonomies exist. For instance, Harrison

and White [51] present a taxonomy for classifying cyber events a®ecting communi-

ties. They hope that the taxonomy will support governments and industry to com-

municate about IT security a®ecting communities and critical infrastructures.

Further, Avizienis, Laprie, Randell, and Landwehr [52] provide a taxonomy of

dependable and secure computing concepts. Their aim is also primarily to enhance

communication and collaborations regarding system failures and causes of system

failures.

Several comprehensive attempts and e®orts have been performed in order to

de¯ne the terms and concepts used in ¯elds related to systems development. How-

ever, to our knowledge there exists no ontology that unambiguously de¯nes the

concepts used in systems development and that extensively covers the approach

presented in this paper.

6. Conclusion

This paper outlines an ontology of core concepts used in systems development. The

absence of a widely accepted and consistent terminology in systems development

creates a risk of misinterpretations and misunderstandings in the communication

within system development projects. Further, it brings confusion to customers and

users confronted with inconsistent use of concepts in their discussions with devel-

opers. For instance, it is not uncommon for developers to talk about requirements

when actually intending needs and design. Additionally, several ontologies and

taxonomies related to systems development exist. Some of those are presented in the

related works. However, to the knowledge of the authors, no ontology exists that

unambiguously de¯nes and relates the core concepts of systems development. For

these reasons, this extensive ontology has been developed.

We attempt to use the ontology as a baseline, de¯ning the core concepts, and

extending it with project speci¯c concepts. It is our ambition that the ontology

should lead to a more consistent use of language in development projects, thereby

avoiding °aws due to misconceptions and lengthy discussions about the meaning of

di®erent concepts. We believe, further, that the ontology can contribute to increased

quality in project generated documentation.

The future work related to the proposed ontology includes further elabora-

tions of the relationships between the concepts included and empirical evaluations

in di®erent systems development settings. Although the terminology and the

ontology need to be further elaborated, the work presented in this paper should

be seen as an initial step towards reaching consensus of the meaning of central

concepts in systems development. Thus, this paper outlines an attempt for a

consistent and coherent terminology embracing central concepts used in systems

development.
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